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Court Rules Copying Photos Found on
Internet is Fair Use

A Virginia federal court has made a decision that photographers won’t be happy to hear: the court

ruled that finding a photo on the Internet and then using it without permission on a commercial

website can be considered fair use.

The Backstory

The copyright battle started when photographer Russell Brammer found one of his long-exposure

photos of a Washington, D.C. neighborhood cropped and used by the website for the 

 on a page of “things to do” in the D.C. area.

The original photo as it appeared on Brammer’s Flickr page.
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Brammer’s photo used without permission on the festival’s website.

Brammer then sent a cease and desist letter to Violent Hues Productions, the company behind the

festival, and it responded by immediately taking the photo down. Brammer then sued the company

for copyright infringement, and it responded by claiming fair use.

In the United States, whether or not a use of copyrighted material without permission 

 (17 U.S. Code § 107) depends on four main factors: (1) the purpose and character

of the use (including whether it’s “transformative” and commercial vs. non-commercial), (2) the nature

of the copyrighted work, (3) how much of the work is used, and (4) how much the use affects the

market and/or value of the work.

After considering these four factors, District Judge Claude M. Hilton of the Eastern District of Virginia

concluded that the festival’s use of Brammer’s photo fit the criteria for fair use.

The Court’s Opinion

Here’s a breakdown of what Hilton wrote about various criteria (you can read the entire 7-page ruling

):

The Use was Transformative and Non-Commercial

The usage was apparently okay because it was used on a commercial website in a non-commercial

way, and that it was informational rather than expressive.

The Use was “in Good Faith”

The use was in good faith because the company found it online, didn’t see that it was copyrighted,

believed it was publicly available, and took it down when asked.

The Use was of a “Factual” Photo

The court decided that Brammer’s photo was more “factual” than “creative.”

The Use was of a Previously Published Photo

Apparently the fact that the photo had previously been published online worked against Brammer.

The Use was Only a Crop Rather Than the Whole

can be

considered fair use

here

Violent Hues’ use of the photograph was transformative in function and purpose. While

Brammer’s purpose in capturing and publishing the photograph was promotional and

expressive, Violent Hues’ purpose in using the photograph was informational: to provide

festival attendees with information regarding the local area. Furthermore, this use was

noncommercial, because the photo was not used to advertise a product or generate revenue.

"

Violent Hues’ use of the photo was also in good faith. The record indicates that Mr. Mico,

Violent Hues’ owner, found the photo online and saw no indication that it was copyrighted. Mr.

Mico attests that he thus believed the photo was publically available. This good faith is further

confirmed by the fact that as soon as Violent Hues learned that the photo may potentially be

copyrighted, it removed the photo from its website.

"

The photograph in question contained creative elements (such as lighting and shutter speed

choices) but was also a factual depiction of a real-world location: the Adams Morgan

neighborhood in Washington, D.C. Violent Hues’ used the photo purely for its factual content,

to provide festival attendees a depiction of the Adams Morgan neighborhood.

"

Furthermore, the scope of fair use is broadened when a copyrighted work has been previously

published. It is undisputed in the record that Brammer previously published the photograph on

several websites as early as 2012, and at least one of these publications did not include any

indication that it was copyrighted. This prior publication and Violent Hues’ use of the photo for

its factual content favors a finding of fair use.

"

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/107
https://www.scribd.com/document/383050982/Brammer-v-Violent-Hues-Productions
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It seems cropping and using only a portion of a photo is helpful for fair use, even though

photographers regularly crop photos to create new photos that stand alone as works.

The Use Didn’t Hurt the Potential Market

The court doesn’t think there’s any evidence that Brammer was financially harmed by the photo’s use.

So… It’s Fair Use

“Because each of the four fair use factors favors Violent Hues, the Court finds that Violent Hues’ use

was a fair use, and that there was no copyright infringement,” Judge Hilton writes.

Reaction to the Ruling

As you might expect, there is strong disagreement with this court’s ruling.

Stephen Carlisle, the Copyright Officer of Nova Southeastern University, 

 and writes that the ruling passed down on June 11th, 2018, is one that “has the

potential to seriously erode the copyright protections afforded photographers.”

“The Court [ignores] key components of the Copyright Act, disregards readily apparent facts, and

once again totally botches the ‘transformative use’ test,” Carlisle writes.

Attorney David Kluft of the law firm  titled “No, Virginia, You

Can’t Just Copy Stuff You Find On the Internet, Even if You Don’t Notice the Copyright Notice.”

“Despite what you might have read […] you cannot just use photos you find on the internet, even if

you are genuinely unaware of their copyright status,” the firm writes. “Brammer is NOT a coupon for

free photos for your website.”

Comments for this thread are now closed
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Lois Bryan • 2 years ago

•

Sigh. What an idiot. Looks like I'm back to putting the © next to my signature on all my stuff. Just
took it off a few months back. What was I thinking??? * slapping self in forehead * ("Oh goodie,"
says the judge. "A small businessman (woman) trying to make an honest buck. Let's get 'im!!!!!")
Grrrr ...

 32△ ▽

Aaron Collins • 2 years ago

•

"No indication it was copyrighted"? I've been lead to believe that the photographer automatically
holds copyright when taking a photo, unless due to other circumstances such as a contract that
dictates otherwise. If my mom takes a photo of a flower with her iphone, she is copyright holder,
yes? Wouldn't it mean then by extension basically any image found on google image search is
copyrighted by SOMEONE?

Maybe they didn't know and aren't aware of how copyright works, ok. Since when does ignorance
of the law absolve you of responsibility to obey it?

 12△ ▽

Joe Smith  • 2 years ago

•

> Aaron Collins

"Since when does ignorance of the law absolve you of responsibility to obey it?"

Ask Hillary about her emails....
 4△  ▽ 8

Kerensky97  • 2 years ago> Joe Smith

There isn't a "rolleyes" emoji large enough for insufferable posts like this.
13 2

PetaPixel Comment Policy

Be respectful and on-topic. Inappropriate comments lead to deletions and bans. Please help by
flagging bad comments.
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[I]t is relevant that Violent Hues edited the photograph by cropping approximately half of the

original photo from the version it used on its website. Violent Hues used no more of the photo

than was necessary to convey the photo’s factual content and effectuate Violent Hues’

informational purpose. The Court thus finds that this factor also weighs in favor of fair use.

"

There is no evidence that Violent Hues’ use has had an adverse effect on the market for the

photograph. Brammer attests that he has been compensated for the photo six times, including

three physical print sales and three usage licenses. At least two of these sales occurred after

Violent Hues’ alleged infringement began, demonstrating that Violent Hues’ use did not affect

the market for the photo. Brammer further testified that he currently makes no effort to market

the photo.

Additionally, Violent Hues’ transformative and non-commercial use of the photo undercuts a

finding of adverse effect on the photo’s market: Violent Hues did not sell copies of the photo or

generate any revenue from it. There can be no legitimate argument that Violent Hues has

“usurp[ed] the market” by providing a market substitute for the photo, especially since Violent

Hues only used approximately half of the photo on its website.

"

has written up a lengthy

rebuttal of the opinion

Foley Hoag has also written up a rebuttal
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• 13△  ▽ 2

bob cooley  • 2 years ago

•

> Joe Smith

Go back to Gab.ai. No one wants the political BS here.
 4△  ▽ 1

Christopher  • 2 years ago

•

> Joe Smith

...or one's lawyer about hush payments to porn stars.
 4△  ▽ 1

dbur  • 2 years ago

•

> Christopher

except that it isn't actually against the law to make payments to porn stars.
 3△ ▽

George Custer  • 2 years ago

•

> dbur

Dbur--Yes, it is against the law to use campaign contributions for personal
use. Mr. #tRump is cheap--and it appears he has possibly used campaign
donations in paying off his adult film star girlfriend...
 1△  ▽ 2

Christopher  • 2 years ago

•

> dbur

Campaign finance law
△ ▽

Jo Blo  • 2 years ago

•

> Christopher

Not illegal, last I checked.
 2△ ▽

Christopher  • 2 years ago

•

> Jo Blo

Check campaign finance laws
△  ▽ 1

Jo Blo  • 2 years ago

•

> Christopher

Trump didn't violate that law since he used his own money.
 2△ ▽

Fishhead  • 2 years ago

•

> Jo Blo

Ah, you're one of those.
 3△  ▽ 1

Christopher  • 2 years ago

•

> Jo Blo

The violations could range from a misdemeanor up to a felony:
https://www.nbcnews.com/thi...
△ ▽

kangmlee  • 2 years ago

•

> Joe Smith

Wow you must be fun at parties...
 4△  ▽ 1

Stephen S.  • 2 years ago

•

> Aaron Collins

It's true that the photographer is presumed to hold copyright *if* copyright applies.
However, the judge is correct inasmuch as copyright isn't automatic with respect to
photography.

...that's not to say the judge's ruling was correct—just that limited point.
 1△  ▽ 4

spacecadet  • 2 years ago

•

> Stephen S.

Eh? It IS automatic in an example such as this.
 3△ ▽

Refurb7  • 2 years ago

•

> Aaron Collins

I found some music on the radio and there was no indication it was copyrighted. I can use
it to promote my festival, right?
△ ▽

Jenphotographs  • 2 years ago • edited

•

> Aaron Collins

Apparently the image had a watermark that was removed by the defendant, but the
photographer didn't address that during the Motion stage, so he couldn't use it in court
proceedings.
△ ▽

Eric Leslie • 2 years ago

•

My first reaction was the argument about the lack of published copyright. Flickr requires you
choose a license for your photos. So that's patently untrue that it wasn't marked as copyrighted.
As if that's any kind of argument anyway.

Both of those rebuttals are excellent.
 17△  ▽ 1

Kerensky97  • 2 years ago

•

> Eric Leslie

True. They should have known better.

But when the photographer informed them of their mistake they rectified the problem
immediately by removing the photo; that should be the end of the issue.
The photographer pressing the issue after that was greedy and now he's set a precedent
that hurts the rest of us.

 27△  ▽ 8

Christopher  • 2 years ago

•

> Kerensky97

It isn't greedy to seek a licensing fee for one's photo that was used by a commercial
enterprise without authorization.

 26△  ▽ 1

Jon Kellett  • 2 years ago

•

> Christopher

True, but the photographer should have bundled both into the same email.

Separating the take down and license fee request is an act that is easy to
frame as "not acting in good faith", regardless of the intention.
 3△  ▽ 1

Michael Andrew  • 2 years ago • edited> Jon Kellett

I don’t see that logic? Your first act is to inform that essentially the
infringement has occurred and they need to stop profiting off of a stolen
photo immediately. Any pentaties or fees are a different matter entirely. If
you steal a candy bar from a store they don’t just mail you a letter first they
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you steal a candy bar from a store they don t just mail you a letter, first they
stop you, take the stolen goods then issue a citation and THEN charges can
be pressed if decided by the offended party. They don’t need to decide
anything when the cops are there.
 1△ ▽

Jon Kellett  • 2 years ago

•

> Michael Andrew

The way that a proactive photographer should act, is to see everybody as a
potential customer. Not all who steal do so intentionally (unlike your candy
bar thief).

If I were the photographer I'd email them advising that I've seen them using
the image for whatever purpose. I'd state that I own the copyright to the
image and present them with proposed rate for continued use of the image
or the option to take the image down. If they decline to take one of those
options, the big guns may be employed after considering the chances of
proving them to have knowingly committed theft and to have profited by
enough to bother. If it was an organisation that reasonably should know
better, the lawyer chat may happen first.

To go straight to take down, without attempting to create a new prosperous
relationship is a questionable business practice. To then sue a compliant
party who had reasonable claim to not knowing they were infringing is
unintelligent. It doesn't take much of a lawyer to twist this into a story of
greed.

It's about working smarter, not harder.

With regard to your example, admittedly things may be different in the US, in
my country the thief would be detained (voluntarily unfortunately) and
questioned. The thief would usually be issued a trespass notice and
removed by the police - It's not worth the cost (of labour) to go through the
hassle of appearing in court or providing video evidence. It provides no
deterrence, so is of no value.
 6△ ▽

Christopher  • 2 years ago

•

> Jon Kellett

Agreed - do you know if that did or did not occur? There isn’t a lot of
information to go on within this article.
 1△ ▽

JoeD  • 2 years ago

•

> Christopher

No, it's greedy to expect special treatment from the government to protect
your inability to make a living and trample other people's private property
rights .
 1△  ▽ 6

spacecadet  • 2 years ago

•

> JoeD

WHose private property rights? Those of the infringer?
 4△ ▽

Michael Andrew  • 2 years ago

•

> JoeD

I don’t think you understand how the world works.
 1△ ▽

Willie Jackson  • 2 years ago

•

> Kerensky97

Greedy?
Someone steals your belongings and uses them but returns them when caught -
and you think it is OK?
 2△ ▽

Freelance cameraman China/HK  • 2 years ago

•

> Kerensky97

What? A photographer looking to get paid for the use of his picture on a
commercial website? What?
 2△ ▽

Eric Leslie  • 2 years ago

•

> Kerensky97

I don't have the time to dig deeper, but I'm guessing there's more to this story.
 2△ ▽

Kenneth_Brown  • 2 years ago

•

> Eric Leslie

A Copyright is created when the work is fixed in a tangible medium. In other words, as
soon as the image is written to the memory card or exposed on film, there is a Copyright.
Ownership of the tools has no bearing. If you hand me your camera and I am the one that
captures the image, I am the Copyright holder of the image according to the way the laws
are written. Although, I think I'd split the money with you if the image turned out to be
extremely valuable. The Copyright law was amended in 1972! that removed the
requirement that the © symbol or a notice of Copyright has to be embedded in the work.

I've never seen anything on Flickr about choosing a license. You might be confusing it with
something else, but it still has no bearing on Copyright.
△ ▽

Comments continue after advertisement

Sponsored

Pete L. • 2 years ago

•

District Judge Claude M. Hilton is 78 years old and was appointed by Reagan. That should tell
you all you need to know about why he went to such great lengths to twist the law to favor large
companies.

 15△  ▽ 1

t_linn  • 2 years ago> Pete L.

This scenario didn't require great lengths. The photographer had a weak case and got
greedy. It's easy to forget that most non-photographers are legitimately ignorant of
copyright law. The company did the right thing when the problem was brought to their
attention I get that ignorance is no excuse but I have a hard time cheering for a photog
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attention. I get that ignorance is no excuse but I have a hard time cheering for a photog
that tried to use the company's ignorance as a lottery ticket. If the company had been
profiting and was belligerent about it, then my opinion is different and likely the judge's
would be too.
 7△  ▽ 6

Kerensky97  • 2 years ago

•

> t_linn

That's where I start to shy away from defending the photog. The initial fault WAS
with the website taking a photo that is obviously copyrighted. The photographer
informed them of the mistake and they took the photograph down. That's where it
should of ended.

Then the photog decided to get greedy and sued anyway. The result was a loss for
him and setting a precedent that leans the courts more against photographers in
the future.

 10△  ▽ 6

Mike Molesky  • 2 years ago

•

> Kerensky97

@Kerensky97 
So the photographer has to invest time to have his photo taken down. A
photo that is used on a commercial website without license. Why on earth
would you invest that time if you literally get nothing in return? That makes
NO sense at all. 
It's absolutely normal to first ask to take your work down, and then talk
about a financial compensation for the time that your work has been used
without authorization/license fee.
The image has already been used for an amount of time, and thus gave the
infringing party time to have commercial success with this and create more
visitors/clients.

You know who really is the greedy party in this whole story? That's right; it's
novafilmfest.com
 2△ ▽

Designer_Dude  • 2 years ago

•

> Pete L.

Obama appointed a head of Monsanto to the head of the FDA. Quite pretending
democrats don't participate in corporatism.
 2△  ▽ 1

Pete L.  • 2 years ago

•

> Designer_Dude

I agree with you. It is a significant problem on both sides of the aisle. But
sometimes it's more obvious than others. This is one.
 1△ ▽

ND  • 2 years ago

•

> Pete L.

That is a stupid comment. Judges make dumb uninformed rulings every day and it has
nothing to do with how old they are or who appointed them. What I find interesting is
people who claim someone else is biased should look in the mirror because your
comments show the real bias is in YOU.
 1△ ▽

Adam Sternberg  • 2 years ago

•

> Pete L.

I was wondering how long it would take before some idiot dragged politics into this. Guess
I just found my answer.
 1△ ▽

Jo Blo  • 2 years ago

•

> Adam Sternberg

It's one of the reasons why they keep losing. Everything is political to them. It turns
regular people off.
 2△  ▽ 1

Refurb7  • 2 years ago

•

> Adam Sternberg

I was wondering how long it would take before some idiot would claim politics has
no bearing on this.
 1△ ▽

Alfredo Calvo  • 2 years ago

•

> Pete L.

I believe any 50 y/o judge appointed even for Obama if that were the case would rule the
same. The photographer was looking for money no for rights. Good for the company. We
photographers sometimes get greedy looking for big money on a picture that has no value
at all.
 4△  ▽ 20

Mark Houston  • 2 years ago

•

> Alfredo Calvo

Just by the fact they used the image means it has value.
 29△ ▽

Bronney Hui  • 2 years ago> Mark Houston
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